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We consider the positive solutions to the semilinear equation:
- Au(x) = x/(u(x))

for x e Q,

u(x) = 0 for x € dCl,
where il denotes a smooth bounded region in R"(N > 1) and A > 0. Here / : [0, oo) -> R is
assumed to be monotonically increasing, concave and such that/(O) < 0 (semipositone).
Assuming that/'(cc) = lim,_ „/'({) > 0, we establish the stability and uniqueness of large
positive solutions in terms of (f(t)/t)'. When O is a ball, we determine the exact number of
positive solutions for each X > 0. We also obtain the geometry of the branches of positive
solutions completely and establish how they evolve. This work extends and complements that
of [3, 7] where/'(oo)^0.

1. Introduction

We consider the positive solutions to the semilinear equation:
-Au(x) = A/(u(x)) forxeQ,

(1.1)

u(x) = 0 forxeaQ,

(1.2)

where Q denotes a smooth bounded region in UN(N>1) and A>0. Here
/ : [0, oo)->IR is assumed to be monotonically increasing, concave and such that
/(0) < 0 (semipositone), f(t) > 0 for some t > 0.

(1.3)

We define F by F(t) = $'of(s) ds and let /? and 6 denote the unique positive zeros of
/ and F, respectively.

'This research was partially supported by NSF grant DMS 9215027.
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It is easy to show that either
(f(t)/t)'>0 forallt>0,

(1.4)

or
there exists an n > 0 such that r\f'(r\) = f(r\);

(f(t)/t)' > 0

for all t e (0, n) and (f(t)/t)' < 0 for all t e (rj, oo),
and, moreover, that /'(oo):=lim r _ QO /'(t) > 0 in the case where (1.4) holds. Therefore
if /'(oo) = 0, then / must satisfy (1.5). Moreover, (1.4)—(1.5) are determined by
whether or not h(t) = f(t) — tf'(oo) is negative. More precisely, we have:
REMARK 1.1. Condition (1.4) holds if and only if h(t)<0
Conversely, (1.5) holds if and only if h has a positive zero.

for all t e [ 0 , oo).

Here we consider the case where
/'(°o)>0.

(1.6)

The case when Q is a ball and /'(oo) = 0 has been completely classified in [3] (see
Theorem 1.4). Also, the case when Q is a ball,/is no longer monotone and/'(oo) ^ 0
has been completely classified in [7] (see Remark 1.5). For results when Q is a
general domain and f'(oo) = 0, see [6].
NOTATION.

Let /i,-, i = 1, 2 , . . . denote the eigenvalues of
— Aq>(x) = fj.t(p(x) forxefi,
<p(x) = 0 f o r x e ^ Q .

(1.7)
(1.8)

Our main results are:
THEOREM 1.2. //(1.6) holds, then:
(i) for k's near 0, (1.1)—(1.2) has no positive solution;
(ii) if (1.4) holds, then positive solutions to (1.1)—(1.2) are unstable;
(hi) for k in bounded intervals, large positive solutions to (1.1)—(1.2) are unique. If
(1.5) holds, such solutions are stable.
1.3. Let Q denote the unit ball centred at the origin in RN. Assume that (1.6)
holds. Then there exist 0 < kx < k2 < oo such that:
(i) if (1.4) holds then At =/i 1 //'(oo) and (1.1)—(1.2) has a positive solution if and
only if Xx < X ^ i 2 . Moroever, such a solution is unstable (see Fig. 1.1);
(ii) if (1.5) holds, then Ax </i 1 //'(co) and for X = Xl the problem (1.1)—(1.2) has
exactly one positive solution; it is unstable. IfHi/f'(co) < X2, then for ke(ku /ij//'(oo))
the problem (1.1)—(1.2) has exactly one stable and one unstable positive solution. For
X e [^i//'(oo), A2], the above problem has exactly one positive solution and it is unstable
(see Fig. 3.1). If ^//'(co) S: X2, then for X e (Xl, / 2 ] the problem (1.1)—(1.2) has exactly
two positive solutions; one stable and one unstable. For Xe(X2, /^//'(oo)), the problem
(1.1)—(1.2) has exactly one positive solution and it is stable (see Fig. 3.1).
THEOREM

The following theorem and remark are from [3, 7] and we include them here for the
sake of completeness.
THEOREM

1.4. Assume that f'(co) = 0. Then there exist 0 < kt < k2 < oo such that for
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Figure 1.1. /'(oo)> 0 and (1.4) holds.
d

Figure3.1. /'(oo)>0 and (1.5) holds.

ke(k1, x 2 ] the problem (1.1)—(1.2) has exactly two positive solutions, one stable and
one unstable. For k = ku the problem (1.1)—(1.2) has exactly one positive solution and
it is stable (see Fig. 3.2).
REMARK 1.5. Theorem 1.4 also holds if/ is assumed to be concave with / ( 0 ) < 0

and /(y) = 0 for some y > 0 (see [7]).
REMARK 1.6. The author of [9], while studying classes of concave nonlinearities, in
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Figure 3.2. /'(oc) = 0.

the case when N = 1, discusses the possibility of situations where there exist
0 < X* < X** such that for 0 < X < X* there are no positive solutions and for
X* ^ X < /** there is a unique positive solution. Our results here prove that this does
not occur. For proofs of the corresponding results for the case N = 1, see [ 5 ] .
Our proofs use eigenvalue comparison arguments and bifurcation analysis. For
other results about solutions of (1.1)—(1.2), the reader is referred to [2, 7]. In order
to prove Theorem 1.2, we use the fact that (1.1)—(1.2) has large positive solutions in
arbitrary bounded regions Q in RN. Our methods use the properties derived from
bifurcation from infinity (see [2]).
2. Evolution of positive solution curves
From Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4, we now can deduce the evolution of the bifurcation
curves as the nonlinearity changes from satisfying (1.4) to satisfying (1.5). For
example, consider/(s, t) = (1 — s)fl(t) + sf2(t) with/ t satisfying (1.4) a n d / 2 satisfying
(1.5). If / 2 ( o o ) > 0 , then the positive solution curves evolve from Figure 1.1 to
Figure 3.1 as s varies from 0 to 1. Moreover, if/ 2 (oo) = 0, then the curves evolve
from Figure 1.1 to Figure 3.2, passing through Figure 3.1.
3. Existence and stability of positive solutions in general regions
First we note that if/satisfies (1.6), then, by [2, Theorem 1], the problem (1.1)-(1.2)
has positive solutions (X, u) near (/^//'(oo), oo). Let <px>0 be the eigenfunction
corresponding to /ij in (1.7) with ||9>il|oo = l. Since large solutions to (1.1)—(1.2)
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bifurcate from (^//'(oo), oo) and ^ / / ' ( o o ) is a simple eigenvalue, by the results of
[8] we see that there exists an £„. > 0, K^ > 0 and d# > 0 and continuous functions
A:[_K^,oo)^R
and w:[K^, oo)-> {u e C1 (O): Jn "?>i = 0} such that if \\u\\x>d#,
u>0 and \k — fijf\co)\ <£* with (1, u) is a solution to (1.1) (1.2), then
u = K<Pl + w(K),

A = A(K),

(3.1)

for some K e [K^., oo). Also, A(K)-^fil/f'(co) as X->oo and ||w||ci = o(K). That is,
Ilull^/X = 0(1). Note that d(p1/dv > 0 on dil, where v denotes the inward unit normal
vector. By the compactness of dD., there exists a C t > 0 such that
^ 1 (x)^C 1 dist(x,5n),

(3.2)

for all x e Q. On the other hand, since ||w(K)||ci = o(K) as K-»oo, there exists a
Xo = K^ such that

for K> Ko. So, for K> Ko, we obtain
w(x) = (Ci/2) dist (x, dO)K,

(3.3)

for all xeQ.
REMARK 3.1. From (3.3), it follows that
Q as X-»oo.

||M||OO

—»• oo uniformly on compact subsets of

In the following lemmas, we determine the stability and the uniqueness of the
positive solutions to (1.1)—(1.2) as a function of (1.4) and (1.5).
3.2. Jf (1.6) holds, then there exists e*e(0, £*) and K* > K^ such that if
\k — /^^/'(oo)! < £*, then (1.1)—(1.2) has at most one positive solution with \\u\\oa> K*.
In particular, the function A in (3.1) is one-to-one on [X*, oo).
LEMMA

Proof. Let ut = K1(p1 + w(Kx) and u2 = K2(Pi + w(K2) be two positive solutions to
(1.1)—(1.2) with Ki, K2 large and for some X close to /^//'(oo). Without loss of
generality, we may assume that Kt > K2. We write wt = w(Kt), i = 1, 2. From (1.1),
we have
(3.4)
Multiplying (3.4) by wx — w2 and integrating by parts, we have

a

|V( W l -w 2 )| 2 = A

Jn

[/'(oo)( W l -w 2 ) + (fc(«i)-M«2))](wi-w 2 ),

(3.5)

where h(t) = f(t) — tf'(co) (see Remark 1.1). From (3.3), we have
uI-(x)^(C1/2)K/dist (x, 3ft),

(3.6)

for all xeQ. By the Sobolev Embedding Theorem (see [1]), there exists a positive
constant C(Q) = C2 such that
\(JV-2)/2JV

y2NI(N-2)\

/ f

=C2(

\i
|Vy|2

)

for any y e Hj(Q).

(3.7)
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Also, by the variational characterisation of eigenvalues to — A, we know that
y2,

(3.8)

for any y e HQ(Q.) with y orthogonal to <px. Let £ > 0 be such that
A - /'(oo)
Later we will restrict e further. Let M = M(E) be such that if t ^ M then h'(t) < e. By
(3.3), there exists C 3 > 0 such that, for K sufficiently large,
Here | | denotes the Lebesgue measure. Let e* > 0 and K* > K.% be such that if
<e*,
then
(3.10)
Let Qi = {x e Q:u x (x) ^ M, or u2 ^ ^ }
Theorem,

an

d ^2 = O\£2X. Thus, by the Mean Value

(h(u1)-h(u2))(w1-w2)
h'(Q(u1-u2)(w1-w2)
h'(Q)\ux-u2\ |w 1 -w 2 |
^fc'(0)||w 1 -w 2 || t 2 (Ol) ((/i: 1 -

•w2||L2(ni))
2N

S h'(0) || wj - w21|t2»«w-2,(ni)|Q,\ '

(3.11)
On the other hand, by (3.9) for Klt K2 sufficiently large, we have
(3.12)

|Q 1 |

Also,

£|«l-M 2 ||W 1 -W 2

S 6 II Wt - W2 IL

l

- W 2 || L 2)
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1-w2\\Hi)

(3.13)

in view of (3.8). From (3.5), (3.7) and (3.11 )-(3.13), we obtain

K2\ |Q|* + C2Xh\0)\K, - K2\ \a\*\at \2IN.

^^=\KX-

(3.14)

By (3.7), (3.10) and the assumption that 3ex <n2 — /"i> we conclude that
II Wi - w2 || t 2w-2, ^ O((l/K2)2'N + eH*! - K2),
2

(3.15)

2

as K1 -> oo and K2 ->oo. Let P : L (fi) -> L (Q) denote the orthogonal projection onto
{ueL2(Q):lnu(p1=0}.
Then from (1.1) we have
- A( Wl - w2) = A/'(oo)(w1 - w2) + P(h{Ul) -

fc(«2)).

(3.16)

Multiplying (3.4) by cpx and integrating by parts, we obtain that

Jn
Consider

n2
From (3.15)—(3.18) and by a priori estimates for solutions to elliptic boundary value
problems, we obtain
IIWi ~ w2 ||^.2 W « W -2, = (K, - K2)O((l/K2)2'N

+ e+

(l/K2fN-2»2N).

Now, using a boot-strap argument and the Sobolev Embedding Theorem, this gives
(iV 2)/2 v

~

' ).

(3.19)

Thus there exists an e* and K* such that if, for some X with \k — /Ui//'(oo)| < s*, we
have ut = Kl(p1 +w(Kx) and u2 = K2y>l + w(K2) as two positive solutions to
(1.1)-(1.2) with Kt>K2>
K*, then u^x) > u2(x) for all x e Q (see (3.3)). Now, we
use the concavity of/ to arrive at a contradiction. From (3.4) and the Mean Value
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Theorem, we get
-A(ul-u2)

= Xf'(0(ux-u2),

(3.20)

where Uj 2: f ^ u2. Multiplying this by u1 and integrating by parts, we obtain
0=

Jn

(/(«!)-«i/'(0)(«i-«2)^

Jn

(/(«i)-Mi/'(«i))(«i-«2)

(3-21)

using the fact that / is concave. If (1.4) holds, (3.21) shows that u1 = u2. On the
other hand, if/ satisfies (1.5), we let Bt > 0 be such that, for all t ^ n + 1,
f(t)-tfXt)-ZBx.

(3.22)

From (3.9), if A--= {x:u2{x)^n + 1}, then n(A) = O(l/K 2 ). Also, from (3.19) we have
« 1 (x)-u 2 (x)^(K 1 -K 2 )dist(x,3Q)O(l). Hence J n «! -u2 ^(K x - K 2 ) 0 ( 1 ) . Thus
for K* sufficiently large,

[/(«2) -/'(« 2 )« 2 ](«1 - "2) +

(3.23)

where we have used that {^("i — u2) S (Kt — K2)o(l). Also, multiplying (3.20) by u2
and integrating by parts, we get
0=

[/(« 2 )-« 2 /'(0](«l-«2)^

[/(«2)-«2/'(«2)](«l-«2),

Jo
Jn
which contradicts (3.23). Thus the lemma is proved.

(3.24)

•

3.3. If (1.4) holds, then any positive solution to (1.1)—(1.2) is unstable. Moreover,
there
exist
a continuous
decreasing function
^(/^//'(oo),
(liJf'(oo) + e*)^{K*, +oo) such that limx_lllirioo)d(/.) = co. If \\u\\x^K* and
\X — fJ-i/f\oo)\ < £*, then u = u(-, X, d(X)). That is, large positive solutions to (1.1)—(1.2)
are unique for ). near ^ / / ' ( o o ) .
LEMMA

Proof. L e t u b e a p o s i t i v e s o l u t i o n t o (1.1)—(1.2) a n d l e t p
eigenvalues of

-A\l/(x) = Xf'(u(x))il/(x) + p\l/(x)
i/r(x) = 0 f o r x e a Q .

for xeQ,

h

i = l , 2 , . . . denote

(3.25)
(3.26)

Let i/'i be an eigenfunction corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue p t and chosen
to be positive in Q. Now multiplying (1.1) by i/^ and (3.25) by u, subtracting one
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from the other and integrating over Q, we obtain
A
Jn

\_f\u(x))u(x)— f(u(x))']\l/1(x)dx = — p1

Jn

i/'1(x)u(x) dx.

In view of (1.4), we conclude that p x < 0 and hence from the theory of linearised
stability u is unstable. Finally, from the results of [ 2 ] and Lemma 3.2, the existence
of the function d follows.
•
3.4. / / ( 1 . 5 ) holds, then large positive solutions to (1.1)—(1.2) are stable.
Moreover, there exists a continuous increasing function d:((ix1/f'(co) — e*,
/i 1 //'(oo)-»(X*, + oo) such that lim A ^ /Ji/ y (O0) d(A)= oo. If \\u\\oo'StK* and
\X — Hi/f'{oo)\ < e*, then u = u(-, X, d(X)). That is, large positive solutions to (1.1)—(1.2)
are unique for A near ju 1 //'(oo).

LEMMA

Proof. Let p1 and i/^ > 0 be as in (3.25)-(3.26). Suppose, on the contrary, that p t ^ 0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that | n iAi = 1. Thus we have

>i^Xf'{0) j \j/\.

(3.27)

n
Jn
Since i//1 e Hj(Q), from (3.11) we have
v(JV-2)/2JV

/

r

\i

IViAil2) .
/
V Jn
/
Jn
N N 2
Since i/^ 6 ]J- ^ ~ \ by the generalised Holder inequality we have
^Cl

o«!V-2)/2JV) /

r

(3.28)

\l-a

where a = N/(N + 2). Now, from (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29), we obtain
X(N~2)/2N

n

Jn

using the assumption that J^iAi = 1- Thus we obtain B = B(X, Q,f), with
II 'Ai ||x,2N/(N~2) ^ B.

(3.30)

Now, using (1.1) and (3.25), we obtain

r
If1{x)u(x)dx.

(3.31)

Let rji > n. Since (f(t)/t)' < 0 for t > n and / is concave, there exists Bx > 0 such that,
for all t ^tjx, we have
tf'WZBt.
From the bifurcation properties we have, if X ~ { x : u ( x ) ^nx},

(3.32)
then
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O(l/||MIL) as N L ^ o o (see (3.4)). Thus

a

l-a

and hence ->0 as ||w|| -> oo (using the boundedness in (3.30)). Now, in view of (3.32)
and (3.33), we get

Pi I # i = I
(l\A

ID
and hence pt > 0 for I M ^ large enough. Thus follows the stability of large positive
solutions. The uniqueness of large positive solutions for / near /^//'(oo) follows
from an argument similar to that in Lemma 3.3. •

4. The radial case
When Q is a ball, positive solutions to (1.1)-(1.2) are known to be radially symmetric.
Without loss of generality we may assume Q to be the unit ball centered at the
origin. Thus it suffices to study the equation
u" + ( ( N - l ) / r ) u ' + ;/(u) = 0

for r e [ 0 , 1 ] ,

(4.1)

u'(0) = 0,

(4.2)

0,

(4.3)

where ' denotes the differentiation with respect to r = \\ x \\. For d > 0, we define
«(-, X, d) to be the solution to (4.1), (4.2) with «(0, X, d) = d. We shall frequently write
u rather than u(-. k, d). It is well known and can be easily shown that if w is a positive
solution to (4.1)-(4.3), then u(O)>0. Let S= {(X,u)e R x W(Q):(X, u) satisfies
(4.1)-(4.3)}. We note that studying the behaviour of S is equivalent to studying
{(X, d):u(l, X, d) = 0}. This follows from the continuous dependence of solutions to
(4.1)-(4.3) on the initial conditions. We identify S with the latter subset of R2. Using
a rescaling (see [4]) and the uniqueness of the solution to the initial value problem
(4.1H4.2) when u(0) = d, we obtain
u(rp,X,d) = u(r,XP2,d).

(4.4)
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Letfitdenote the eigenvalues of the problem:
?" + ( ( # - l ) / r ) f + /ty = 0 in (0,1),
0.

(4.5)
(4-6)

Using a comparison argument and the rescaling in (4.4), we obtain the following
nonexistence result.
LEMMA 4.1. If f satisfies (1.6), then (4.1)-(4.3) does not have positive solutions for
k<fi1/f'(0)andfork>fi2/f'(co).

Proof. Let (k, d) be such that u(-, k, d) is a positive solution to (4.1)-(4.3). Let g>1 > 0
be an eigenfunction to (4.5)-(4.6) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue /i^ Now
multiplying (1.1) by <pt and integrating, we obtain

from (4.5) and using the fact that f(t) fS, f'(O)t for all 12; 0. The above inequality is
impossible if /.^/^//'(O) and hence k is bounded away from zero. Now, to prove
the nonexistence of positive solutions for large k, we proceed as follows. We extend
/ to the left of 0 in such a way that f"(t) S 0 for all t e R. Let (k, d) be such that
«(-, k, d) is a positive solution to (4.1)-(4.3). Using (4.4), we can choose £ > k such
that u(l, £,d) = P and «(-, (,rf)has exactly two zeros in (0,1). Thus v{r) — u(-, (, d) — fi
satisfies

((N - l)/r)v' + C (*{U)uZfpP))

v

=

and u has exactly one zero in (0, 1). Comparing this with (4.5) for fi =fi2,by Sturmian
theory we conclude that there exists an r0 € (0,1) such that
:fi2.

(4.7)

Since

f(u(ro))-f(P)
u(ro)-P

=

/

W

for some a, f'(a) is bounded below by /'(oo) (by using the concavity of/). This with
(4.7) gives that
k<(<fi2/f'(cc)
and hence the lemma is proved.

•

LEMMA 4.2. Let (k0, d0) be such that uo — u(-, k0, d0) is a positive solution to (4.1)-(4.3)
satisfying u'0(l) = 0. If (k, d) is such that u(-, k, d) is a positive solution to (4.1)-(4.3),
then d> d0.
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Proof. Let M(-,A 1 ,C/ 1 ) be a positive solution to (4.1)-(4.3). Defining u^r) —
u(r/y/Th Aj, d), from (4.5) we infer that
tf + ((AT-l)/r)«|+ /(«,) = (),

(4.8)

nj(O) = O, ui(VIi) = 0,

(4.9)

for i = 0,1. Let do>di. We first prove that u0 and u t cannot meet above the /J-level.
For, let uo(r) > u^r) for r e [0, f) and let uo(r) = u^r) = a>p. Thus Uo(r) <"iC^D <0Since uo(r) > u^ir) > /? for r e [0, f), the concavity of / gives
(Ml(r) - /?)/(uo(r)) £ («o(r) - /?)/(«!(r))

on [0, r);

that is,
(M 1 (r)-/?)(r JV - 1 «i)'^(« 0 (r)-j5)(r w - 1 ijl)'

on [0, r);

that is,

[KW-^-^D'^awoW-^y]' on 10, f).
Integrating this over (0, r), we get Up(f)^Mi(r), which is a contradiction.
Now, let « 1 (r)>« 0 (r) for r e(F, Vmin {Ao, At}) and uo(r) = U!(r) = a ^ jS. Thus
Uo(r) < u[(f) < 0. Multiplying (4.8) by r2JV~2u| and integrating over (f, VAi)> w e obtain

VV"-2(u;(VA;))2 - r^-^Kf)) 2 = 2 f rf-\u)f{u) du,
Jo

where rt(u) represents the inverse function to ut (i.e. r,:[0, d;]-»[0, V^j] with
M;(r;(u)) = u for 0 ^ u ^ d,, i = 0,1). This, in turn, implies that
+i

=2
(Note that here we have used t<o(VIo) = 0-) This is a contradiction, since the left side
of the above equation is positive and the right side is negative. Thus we conclude
that dt > d0 and hence the lemma is proved. •
4.3. If f satisfies (1.6), then (4.1)-(4.3) has at most one positive solution with
u ' ( l , / U ) = 0.

LEMMA

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that u(-,Ai,rf;) is a positive solution to (4.1)—(4.3)
satisfying «'(1, /.h dt) = 0 for i = 0,1. Then by Lemma 4.2 we get d0 < d^ and d1 < d0,
which are contradictory. Hence the lemma is proved. •
We denote the derivatives of u with respect to A and d by ux and ud, respectively.
Differentiation of (4.4) with respect to p results in
uk(r,X,d) = ru\r,l,d)l2X.

(4.10)

Differentiating (4.1) with respect to d, we see that ud satisfies the corresponding
linearised problem:
ul + ((N - l)/r)u'd + lf'{u)ud = 0,
ud(0)=l,

«i(0) = 0.

(4.11)
(4.12)
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The following result on the zeros of ud is from [ 3 ] . We include it here for the sake
of completeness.
LEMMA

4.4. / / u is a positive solution to (4.1)-(4.3), then ud has at most one zero

in [0,1].
REMARK 4.5. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 hold for any monotonically increasing semipositone concave nonlinearity /. Also, note that Lemma 4.2 establishes that if X0<X1,
then uo(r) < ux(r) in [0, V ^ ] .

5. Proofs of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The nonexistence of positive solutions to (1.1)—(1.2) follows
from Lemma 4.1. The stability and the uniqueness results follow from Lemmas 3.2,
3.3 and 3.4. If {X}} is bounded and {(Xj, Uj)} satisfies (1.1)—(1.2) with Uj > 0 in Q and
II«JIIQO-*°°> then {Uj/lltfj-Hoo} converges to a function v>0 that satisfies — Av =
If'(co)v, where X is an accumulation point of {A,}. Since //'(oo) = fj.lt X is the only
accumulation point of {A,}, and hence there follows the uniqueness of large positive
solutions for X's in bounded intervals.
•
Proof of Theorem 1.3. If (1.4) holds, then from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain
that for X sufficiently close to fi1/f'(co) there exists a unique unstable positive
solution. In fact, there exist c1, £1 > 0 and a continuous decreasing function
a:lci, +co)->[/i 1 //'(oo), oo) such that lim^^c^d) = Hi/fXoo) and if \\u\\n ^ cx and
\X — Hi/f'(oo)\ <£i, then u = u(-, <T(||U I D , ||u!!<„). Let F<=S denote the connected component of solutions to (4.1)-(4.3) containing {(cr{d), d):de [c l5 +oo)}.
Let d2 = 'mi{c:a can be extended as a continuous function
from
[c, +oo)->(^ 1 //'(oo), oo) such that (o(d),d)<= T}. Note that d2^6. We define
X2 = sup {a(d):d > d2}. By Lemma 4.1, X2 < oo. Also, ux(\, X2, d2) = 0. For, otherwise,
from (4.10) we have ux(\, X2, d2) < 0 , which implies that a can be extended to the
left of d2, a contradiction to the definition of d2. Now, using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4,
we have u d (l) < 0 and hence a\d) < 0. Thus, for any X e [^i//'(oo), A 2 ], there exists
a unique d such that (X, d) e T. From the uniqueness of degenerate positive solution
(see Lemma 4.3) we conclude that F = S. This compltes the proof of (i).
If (1.5) holds, then from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 we obtain that for X sufficiently close
to /il/f'(co) there exists a unique stable positive solution. In fact, there exist c 1; gx > 0
and a continuous increasing function o:\cY, +oo)—>[/*i//'(oo), oo) such that
Iimd^00(j(rf) = ^ 1 //'(oo) and if H M H ^ ^ C ! and |A — A^i/yX00)! < £ i t n e n u =
u(-, txdlulloo), ||u ||oo). Let f c S denote the connected component of solutions to
(4.1)—(4.3) containing {(<r(d), d):delcl,
+oo)}. Let dx s i n f {c:a can be extended as
a continuous function from [c, +ao)-*(n1/f'(co),
oo) such that (a(d), d) c F}. Note
that d^O.
We define X1=inf{a(d):d>dl}.
By Lemma 4.1, X^O.
Also,
ud(l, Xl,dl) = O, for otherwise ud(l, X1,dl)>0 which implies that a can be extended
to [^ — £,00), which contradicts the definition of dx. By [3, Lemma 2 ] ,
u A (l, Xu dx) < 0 and udi{\, Xu dx) > 0. These imply that there is a differentiable function A:(dx — e, dx + e)-> R such that u(-,A(d), d) is a solution to (4.1)-(4.2) for any
d e (di - e, dx + E). In addition, A'(d1) = 0 with A"(d1)>0. We define <f2 = inf{c:A
can be extended as a continuous function from [c, dx)->IR with (A(d), d) <= F}. Note
that d2^6. We define X2 = sup{A(d):d> d2}. By Lemma 4.1, X2 < oo. Also,
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ux( 1, 2.2, d2) = 0. For, otherwise, from (4.10) we have ux( 1, k2, d2) < 0, which implies
that A can be extended to the left of d2, a contradiction to the definition of d2. Now,
using Lemmas 3.4 and 4.4, we have u d (l) < 0 and hence A'(d) < 0. From the uniqueness of degenerate positive solution (see Lemma 4.3) we conclude that T = S. This
completes the proof of (ii).
•
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